
Participant Guide

Habit 1: Being in Community

42  And they devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers. 43 And 
awe came upon every soul, and many wonders and signs were being done through the apostles. 44 And all who believed were 
together and had all things in common. 45 And they were selling their possessions and belongings and distributing the proceeds 
to all, as any had need. 46 And day by day, attending the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, they received their 
food with glad and generous hearts, 47 praising God and having favor with all the people. And the Lord added to their number 
day by day those who were being saved.

Acts 2: 42-47

Here, we have the first biblical account of what it was like to be part of the group of Jesus’ followers after
the descent of the Holy Spirit. The focus is their communal life. Community means being in fellowship 
with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes, interests, or even circumstances.   

1. What does the community described by Luke have in common with many other types of 
communities, groups or associations known to us? How is it different?

2. Contemporary Christianity tends to emphasize a spirituality focused on the individual 
(personal salvation, rational study of the scriptures). How does that contrast with the focus of 
this passage? What does that teach us about christian life?

3. Today we have many resources that help us engage with a wider community of Christians, 
from conferences to online sermons. Can they substitute the local church? Why or why not?

4. In this passage, Luke mentions sharing of food (twice), having all things in common, and also 
the sharing financial resources. If he’s talking about Christian fellowship, why do you think 
material things take most of the attention?

5. How can your group be an instrument to help its members to lead life that is centered around 
christian community?

‘The Christian, however, must bear the burden of a brother. He must suffer and endure the brother. It is only when he is a 
burden that another person is really a brother and not merely an object to be manipulated’

Dietrich Bonhoeffer

‘Christian brotherhood is not an ideal which we must realize; it is rather a reality created by God in Christ in which we may 
participate.’

Dietrich Bonhoeffer

‘Not everyone is your brother or sister in the faith, but everyone is your neighbor, and you must love your neighbor.’ 
Timothy Keller 


